WHERE IS MANHATTAN?
Connect the dots to find the state Manhattan calls home.

FURRY FRIENDS
The American Bison is the state mammal of Kansas.
Find the following words

AGGIEVILLE  KONZA
BLUESTEM   LITTLEAPPLE
FLINTHILLS MANHAPPINESS
JOHNNYKAW MANHATTAN
KANSAS OHMANHATTAN
KAW  WILDCATS
MATCH THE JOHNNY KAWS

Find the two Johnny Kaws that match exactly. Johnny Kaw is a legend created by K-State professor George Filinger in 1955. Johnny represents the pioneer spirit of Kansas. Find him in Manhattan City Park.
Prairie Coneflowers

Spot the Prairie Coneflower in bloom all across the Flint Hills during the summer. The plant is a close relative to the sunflower.
Today we visited Manhattan, Kansas! First we went to the Sunset Zoo. We saw a ________ ________ ________ing. The zookeeper told us that was normal unless it was ____________. Next we went to Aggieville where I __________ a ________. We then _________ all around Aggieville. After that we went to the Flint Hills Discovery Center where I learned about ________. I saw the__________ and ________, wow that was exciting! I had a ________ day in _______________. OH MANHATTAN!
Johnny Kaw is a legend created by Kansas State University Horticulture professor George Filinger in 1955. Johnny Kaw exhibits the pioneer spirit of Kansas. Johnny Kaw lives large as a 25 foot tall statue in Manhattan’s City Park.
Help Johnny Kaw find City Park!

START HERE!

FINISH HERE!
Unscramble the words to find some of Manhattan’s fun activities and places to visit.

1. EPAML CBNAO DUTNO
2. ELIWLI HET TWCIDAL
3. TSSUNE OZO
4. EGAIVLGILE
5. IGB ELUB VRRIE
6. RANILE LATIR
7. ZAKNO REPARI
8. IPZ ENLI
9. YURLBSIP SSCOPIRG
10. ETTULT EKRCE
11. LNFITI LSIHL
WORD SEARCH ANSWERS

M T E Q B F F K T N J O Z L J
E A T L H L O G A J H W Z I C
E Q N N L N U T K M T U O T B
V N Q H Z I T E A B D Y O T C
D B J A A A V N S Q W U D L W
F K P W H P H E Y T Z X K E A
G F X N Z A P K I U E O A A K
I B A A T I S I K G J M N P Y
H M M T I C V P N A G I S P N
N U A Y G Y I G A E W A A L N
X N M N D E R D U C S R S E H
S L L I H T N I L F J S Z K O
W I L D C A T S W A K Y S K J
Z D U P K A U A C C N H E K C
C K I W N C K K V M P C D B W

START HERE!

WORD SCRAMBLE ANSWERS
1. MAPLE BACON DONUT
2. WILLIE THE WILDCAT
3. SUNSET ZOO
4. AGGIEVILLE
5. BIG BLUE RIVER
6. LINEAR TRAIL
7. KONZA PRAIRE
8. ZIP LINE
9. PILLSBURY CROSSING
10. TUTTLE CREEK
11. FLINT HILLS

MATCH JOHNNY KAWS ANSWER
JOHNNY KAW 1 & 4
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